
COSMIC INFLATION AND HIDDEN THERMODYNAMICS OF ISOLATED
PARTICLES

impossibility of unifying quantum mechanics and general relativity

If we posit that information is a physical quantity: we suppose that less information will be
needed to rule the dynamics of an atom, than would be required to run all its loose components. To
develop this idea, we will refer to the following documents:

[1] DE BROGLIE, Louis. La thermodynamique “cachée” des particules. Annales de l'I.H.P.,
section A, volume 1, n°1 (1964), pp. 1-9.
[pp. 12-14: Thermodynamique de la particule isolée ou thermodynamique cachée des particules.]

[2] DE BROGLIE, Louis. Thermodynamique relativiste et mécanique ondulatoire. Annales
de l'I.H.P., section A, volume 9, n°2 (1968), pp. 89-108.
[pp. 104-105, La thermodynamique cachée des particules.]

[3]  DE  BROGLIE,  Louis.  Diverses  questions  de  mécanique  et  de  thermodynamique
classiques et  relativistes.  From an unpublished manuscript of the author,  under  the direction of
Georges Lochak and al. Berlin, Germany: Springer, 1995, 208 p. ISBN 978-3-540-49267-2.
[Première partie, chapitre 1. Principes de mécanique analytique, pp. 28-31.]

[4]  Hidden  thermodynamics,  §2.7  in  Louis  de  Broglie.  In:  Wikipedia.  Available  at
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Louis_de_Broglie#Hidden_thermodynamics (last  checked  on
2016.10.08)

De Broglie formulated his principles of hidden thermodynamic as follows:
                                  
                                  A             -S                                                          

         ––   =      ––                                  (cf. [4])                                                   
           h              k                                                                                                  

with  A = action
         S = entropy
        -S = negentropy
         h = Planck's constant
         k = Boltzmann's constant

We postulate that:    1) information is equivalent to negentropy, and 
     2) the quantity of information needed to manage an atom is inferior to that
necessary to manage all its loose components

Moreover, we know that Maupertuis' principle is:  a) a particular instance of the second law of 
thermodynamics (cf. [2])

          b) a specific case of the “principle of varied 
action” (from De Broglie's works: “principe d'action variée”, cf. [3])

   From these observations, we infer the equivalence of the second law of thermodynamics and the
principle of varied action. We then posit the following reversible reaction:

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Louis_de_Broglie#Hidden_thermodynamics


                                                 information  ↔  entropy

as well as the finite quantity of information in the Universe.

   From [1], we conclude the maximum consumption of information happens on the trajectory of
least action.

Above a certain threshold of density for the trajectories of loose particles, there is too little
information  for  a  principle  of  least  action  to  apply.  Trajectories  in  space  and  in  time  are  not
“straight-lined” anymore.  Below this  threshold (which matches the formation of nucleons,  then
atoms), the quantity of information is then sufficient for the principle of least action to apply.
   Trajectories become then “straight-lined” in space and in time. That is cosmic inflation.

   From all that precedes, we reason that in extreme zones of gravity, the lack of information makes
the  application  of  any variational  principle,  impossible.  Therefore  we doubt  the  existence  of  a
theory of everything.

Contrary to what has been alleged, Louis De Broglie's last theory makes predictions, first
about  the cosmic inflation,  second about  a cosmic deflation which happens during black holes
formation.

But what about general relativity and quantum mechanics?
   For general relativity,  we cannot  refer  anymore to a  singularity in one point,  but to  a  four-
dimension volume, inside which no variational principle can be defined.
   For  quantum mechanics,  it  requires  more  available  information  to  apply  the  path  integral
formulation.

We may find a way out this situation, by renormalizing gravitation, though it is thought to be
impossible. This might happen using the class of surreal numbers Nₒ .

   We know that:                ω  ∙  ε  ꞊  1

   Then, counterterms should be divided, not substracted.
   
   The square modulus of complex numbers makes no problem, since Conway demonstrates that
complex numbers are elements of Nₒ .
   However,  there  is  no  probability  theory  for  the  class  Nₒ.  There  is  no  theory of  functional
integration for surreal numbers. This prevents the application of Green's functions or path integral
formulation. Even solving those difficulties would not end the issue of the quantity of information.

This problem also arises in mathematical logic, sufficiently advanced arithmetics, Gödel's
incompleteness theorems. Beware acute gödelitis (cf. Girard) !
   
       There is  a difference between the information taken from a system and the information
accessible for this system.
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